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DEEPER DATA ANALYSIS FOR BETTER BUSINESS
PERFORMANCE & COMPLETE PROCESS AUTOMATION
Better Data Drives Agility & Innovation
Adlib Insight enables organizations to automate discovery, extraction, and classification of vital data from complex documents
to streamline data-intensive processes and accelerate process automation. Easily organize, prioritize, and action data for
deeper analysis. That’s the power of Adlib Insight.

HINDSIGHT INSIGHT IS 20/20

Analyze your organization’s data to identify business opportunity & risks.

Accelerate business performance by leveraging machine learning and AI-based technologies.

Empower your digital workers with data-driven insights.

BUILT FOR FINANCIAL SERVICES & MANUFACTURING
Adlib Insight is built to solve the most pressing use cases in banking, insurance, and manufacturing. So whether you
desire faster customer onboarding, smarter contract analytics, or more agile supply-chain operations, Adlib Insight
is ready for the task at hand.

ADLIB INSIGHT
Enables Deeper Data Analysis for
Business Intelligence & Process Automation by
Finding, Classifying + Extracting Actionable Data
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Solution Overview
FEATURE

FUNCTIONALITY

Dynamic AI Model
Improvement

As documents are manually verified, extract the information and feed it back to AI models to improve accuracy and its
known set of document types.

Classification
Methods

Expand available methods of classification to include barcodes, metadata, and images.

Attribute Definition

Expand ability to define attributes to include data types, mandatory field designation, picklists, validation, etc.

Reporting

Access real-time actionable insights through robust dashboards, with the ability to customize views.

Drive Greater Insights from your Data
Schedule a demo to learn how Adlib Insight powers deeper data analysis for true operational excellence
and end-to-end process automation.
Click here or call 1.866.991.1704 to schedule a 30-minute hands-on solution overview.

Adlib has been transforming the way enterprise organizations overcome unstructured content challenges
for over 15 years. Our data enrichment and content automation solutions allow over 5,500 global customers to
discover, access and leverage unstructured data for end-to-end process automation, compliance and insights.
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